
Autumn Term 2 Curriculum Bulletin for Year 11 – November 2021

Subject What are we learning this half term?
Art This term students will create design ideas and a ceramic sculpture. They will have 2 days off

timetable (18th & 19th November) to work on their sculptures.

ASDAN PDP This term, students will continue to work through the various challenges that go towards achieving
their Bronze Awards. Some students should be in a position to start to develop their portfolios further
and aim for the Silver Award.
We aim to offer a wider range of challenges, to include tasks that were not possible in Year 10 due to
lockdown restrictions.

Beliefs,
Philosophy &
Ethics (BPE)

Islamic Practices: looking at the 5 Pillars of Islam in depth including prayer, fasting, alms giving and
pilgrimage and the differences between Shia and Sunni Islam.  Looking at how Muslims celebrate
different festivals such as Eid-al-Fitr, Eid al-Adhan.
A revision programme of the Religion and Life Theme

Child
Development

RO19 - Coursework Task 4 - Research, design, prepare and evaluate a meal for a 4year old. (Note -
Tasks 1,2, and 3 should have all been completed)
RO18 - LO3 Post Natal Checks and the Care of the mother and child after birth, role of partner during
this time.
Revision and preparation for Mock examination. (RO18 Exam Jan 2021)

Citizenship Theme D: Power and Influence: As the fourth GCSE topic we seek to link all those that have come
before, the social, political and legal structures of the UK and apply this to our relationship with other
countries and organisations. students will learn where ‘power and influence’ exists in UK society
through the role of the individual citizen, the media, governmental structures. We apply this to our
commitment and influence as members of NATO, UN, The Commonwealth, WTO and the ICC. There
will also be the practical preparations of writing structures and revision techniques for mock exams at
the end of term.

Computer
Science

In this half term students will study algorithms
Students will complete various practice exam questions in order to ensure they have the
experience and the knowledge to be able to complete Mock exam papers.

Dance BTEC Component 2
Students will be looking to complete component 2 by exploring a range of different dance repertoire
and then producing their own piece to complete component 2.

Drama Component 1 Devising Coursework & Portfolio (30% of GCSE). Students work collaboratively to
create, develop, perform and evaluate their own piece of devised drama as either performers or
designers. The performance exam takes place this half term and the accompanying written portfolio
of coursework is also completed.
Live Theatre Analysis and Evaluation. Students  watch, analyse and evaluate a professional theatre
production in preparation for the end of Year 11 written exam. This section of the written exam  is
worth 15% of the overall GCSE Drama award.



English
Language

Preparation for the Language  Mock Exam - Paper 1.

Students will revise all aspects of English Language Paper 1:
● retrieving information from texts;
● analysing language and structure of texts;
● evaluating text critically
● creative writing (descriptive and narrative).

Students will complete various practice exam papers in order to ensure they have the
experience and the knowledge to be able to complete the  Mock exam paper to the best of
their ability.

English
Literature

Preparation for the Literature Mock Exams - “An Inspector Calls” and “A Christmas
Carol”

Students will revise the following aspects of exam papers:
● analysing language, form, structure of both texts,
● referring to context, writer’s intentions and audience in both texts.

Students will complete various practice exam papers in order to ensure they have the
experience and the knowledge to be able to complete the Mock exam papers to the best of
their ability.

Food &
Nutrition

The first part of the term will be practical based to allow the students to improve their skills in
preparation for their NEA2 food exam. (Recipes to be confirmed in September.)
The second half of the term will be introducing and working on the NEA2 practical exam; this will be in
the form of a written project.  Students have completed a mock NEA2 in June so are aware of the
format and expectations.
There will be no practical work from October to Christmas. Students will also be having a revision
lesson once a fortnight.

French Holidays: students will use a full range of tenses and structures to talk about holidays.  They will talk
about their dreams for future travel.  They will continue to build and practise their GCSE examination
skills describing photos, participating in role-plays in various tourist-type scenarios, writing for
different purposes and improving their accuracy.

Geography Challenge of natural hazards continued: Students will learn about the structure of our atmosphere
and how this causes tropical storms to form. They will look at the impacts and management of
tropical storms, using Typhoon Haiyan as an example. We will then look at extreme weather in the UK
- focusing on flooding but also looking at heatwaves, cold snaps and storms.

German School: Students will build on the KS3 knowledge to be able to talk about their school subjects, the
school day, uniform and comparison of schools in Germany and England. There is an opportunity to
revise all of the main tenses past, present and future as well as the conditional to describe their ideal
school.

Graphics With an interrupted year 10, students will be given the opportunity to maximise the presentation of
their GCSE folders, critical for successful GCSE. The students will then finalise their ‘film’ project,
started last year. Please check Group Call for notice of after school sessions.



History History Around Us:  Norwich Castle
Students will investigate the significance and development of local historic surroundings in line with
British society across the same period.  They will evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the
physical remains of the site as evidence about its past and will explore how the site fits into a wider
historical context.

IT BTEC Component 3: Effective Digital Working Practices

Students will learn about how current and modern technologies are used, and their impact on
organisations and their stakeholders. They will learn about the increased reliance of organisations on
digital systems and the range of challenges and dangers this presents. Students will study legislation
covering data protection, computer crimes and intellectual property and its impact on the way that
organisations and individuals use digital systems and data. They will also learn how different forms of
written and diagrammatical communication can be used to express understanding and demonstrate
the flow of data and information.

Mathematics Some classes will follow a bespoke scheme tailored to their needs following their experience last year.
Higher sets that studied statistics thoroughly at the end of Yr 10 may study ratio/proportion/fractions.

Foundation tier: Ratio, direct proportion/scaling and algebra skills
Foundation focussed sets will complete work on ratio and direct proportion/scaling before moving
onto a unit of work on algebra skills, to start before the mock exam period and complete afterwards.
Key skills include collecting like terms, expanding and factorising brackets, solving equations (including
those with brackets, fractions and unknowns on both sides) and working with inequalities. Higher sets
will extend to expanding, factorising and solving quadratics (double brackets), solving simultaneous
equations algebraically and solving complex problems by forming equations to do so efficiently.

Higher tier: Statistics
Higher focussed sets will cover all the Higher tier statistics (but not much probability) from the GCSE
specification to the appropriate level for each class - students will study sampling, using/interpreting
averages and measures of spread, including applying these in context and making statistically sound
comparisons between data, and using and interpreting a variety of different types of statistical graphs
and charts: multiple/compound bar charts, pie charts, scatter graphs, stem and leaf charts, frequency
polygons, cumulative frequency graphs, box plots (box and whisker diagrams) and histograms.

Media
Studies

This half term focuses on TV Crime Drama. The set products are ‘Luther’ 2010 and ‘The Sweeney’
1975. Students will extend their analytical skills with particular reference to the representations of
character and narrative within the context of audience /society at the time of filming. During this half
term, there will also be a focus on revision of topics from year 9 & 10 in preparation for the PPE exams
and time put aside for those who need to complete coursework

Music GCSE This half term students will concentrate on Music Theory and Solo Performance; both of which will be
internally assessed toward the end of the year. It is important that students use this time to revise key
skills in these areas as they make up 60% of the final assessment weighting. Students are expected to
have finished ‘note learning’ their pieces by the end of this half term, in preparation for adding
musical nuance and style.

Music BTEC Students begin to look at musical sequencing in preparation for an internally assessed folio. In this
unit, students will explore music sequencing techniques using a variety of hardware and software,
then draw from this experience to produce an original piece of music. The focus in this unit should be
on the processes used and the student’s ability to show their understanding of the functionality of the
technology and processes they are using.



PE GCSE After half term the students will focus upon revision and preparation for the mock exams. The
revision lessons will cover both paper 1 and paper 2 topics.
In practical lessons students will refine their abilities in their chosen sports. Students will also be
invited to moderation sessions in Football, Netball and Rugby.

PE Core Over the first term students will continue to develop their abilities and personal fitness within game

situations, promoting an active lifestyle and recreation. Students will take part in a variety of sports

including football, table tennis, rugby, netball, basketball. The activities will be carried out in half term

blocks.

Registration
PSHE and
PSHE
Dedicated

Preparation for Post 16. Revision and Study skills, Applying to college, interview skills. Careers
Convention (Virtual), Mock Interviews -(face to face), Personal Statements and Careers Future Steps.
Mental Health and Emotional Wellbeing, Gang and Knife Crime Workshop, Independent living.

Religious
Education
(Core)

Religion and equality:  looking at what different religions teach about equality and how different
religion have responded to inequality with a focus on racism, sexism, homophobia and wealth
inequality

Science The rate and extent of chemical change: We will be learning about calculating rates of reaction,
factors affecting rates of reaction, collision theory and activation energy, catalysts, reversible reactions
and dynamic equilibrium alongside Le Chatelier's principle.
Hydrocarbons; We will be learning about what crude oil is and how important it is, alongside alkanes,
fractional distillation, cracking and alkenes and properties of hydrocarbons. For those students
studying the Triple content, they will also cover alcohols, carboxylic acids, addition and condensation
polymerisation and amino acid structure.
Chemical analysis; We will be learning about pure substances, formulations, chromatography and gas
testing. For those students studying the Triple content, they will also cover identification of ions.

Spanish Having worked on a topic related to food and eating at home and in restaurants in Autumn 1, the
students will develop their vocabulary and cultural knowledge in relation to celebrations, customs and
festivals in Spain and Latin America. They will then move on to a topic on Global and Social Problems,
including the Environment before their second mock in November.

Sports
Science

Students will begin to complete their next coursework unit on Diet and Nutrition. Students will look
at:

- what nutrients are needed for a balanced diet
- The importance of nutrients in sport
- The effect of a poor diet on sports performance and participation

They will also begin to develop diet plans for a sports performer

Technology During this term students will be working independently on their controlled assessment. Alongside
this the will be revising the topics of materials and common specialist technical principals.


